
COMMENT ON RECENT DECISIONS

upon the employer or employee until offered and accepted as part of the
original contract of employment between the individual employer and the
individual employee.

The court in the case at bar intimated that the plaintiff could have re-
covered had the relation of principal and agent existed between the union
and some of the employees at the time of the making of the contract.2 2 It
is submitted that on sound principles a valid contract would have been
formed had the plaintiff accepted the trade agreement or adopted it into his
individual working contract, despite the fact that neither he nor any other
employee was a member of the union.2 3  M. H. A.

CRIMINAL LAW-FORGERY BY COUNTERSIGNIN-[Federal].-An employee
of plaintiff authorized to countersign checks drawn for specified purposes,
having procured the necessary genuine signature of a company officer on
a blank check, affixed his own signature, filled in the instrument for an
unauthorized purpose and amount, and later appropriated it. Action was
brought against a bonding company for indemnification on the basis of the
forgery or alteration of the "signature of the insured" or "the signature of
any endorser." Held: that plaintiff might recover on the bond notwithstand-
ing the fact that the signatures were genuine. Since the filling in was for
an unauthorized purpose and amount, there was a forgery.'

The rule of the English common law is that it is forgery when a party
receiving a blank check already signed, with directions to fill in a certain
amount, fraudulently fills in a different amount and appropriates the check
to his own use. 2 This has been accepted as the rule in the United States.3
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The essence of forgery does not lie in a counterfeiting but in endeavoring
to give the appearance of truth to a mere deceit.4 It is well established that
forgery may be committed by the signing of one's own signature.5 The
court in the instant case was called upon to extend the doctrine of non-
authorization, as embodied in the English rule, to situations involving
countersignature by the party committing the forgery.

There is little authority on the precise point. In State v. Pine( the defen-
dant, a city clerk, had authority to issue all orders emanating from the city
council by affixing his signature below that of the mayor. As to such a
purported instrument, the West Virginia court held that even though it
bore the genuine signatures of both the mayor and the clerk, there would
be a forgery if it could be shown that the defendant acted with the requisite
intent without authority from the council.

A situation analogous to the one at hand is that where a partner with-
draws funds from a joint banking account, without authority from his
co-partner to do so, by signing both names to the check.7 There the courts
have held that acting beyond the confines of the authority conferred by the
partnership agreement may amount to forgery.8 But the result is different
where a person without authority to do so signs another's name to an
instrument and indicates by appropriate notation below that signature that
he has written it; such action constitutes a false claim of agency, not
forgery.9

The basic consideration would seem not to be whether the party charged
with the forgery signed his own name or that of another, but whether he
intended that others be deceived by his signature into believing that he
had authority to make the instrument valid. Any lack of authority to do
so must be affirmatively shown.10. Logalically, there is no reason why the
rule which makes it forgery to affix one's own signature for an unauthor-
ized fraudulent purpose should not extend to include those cases where the
valid signature of another is also necessary to complete the instrument.
Thus the instant case may be approved as only a proper application, to a
novel situation, of the orthodox principles.
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